Celebrity
Couple
Miranda
Lambert & Anderson East Talk
Marriage and Kids

By Mal
lory McDonald
Sparks are flying between celebrity couple Miranda Lambert and
Anderson East. The two have even been discussing a celebrity
wedding and possibly celebrity kids in the future! According
to EOnline.com, a source recently revealed, “She wants to get
married again and have children soon. That has been an open
conversation between her and Anderson. He wants the same.”
After her rocky divorce from country star Blake Shelton,
Lambert is finally feeling settled and happy again. The same
source shared, “Miranda is very happy with Anderson. They have

gotten very close. Her friends think this is the guy for her.”
Lambert’s relationship with Shelton was nothing short of
troubled, and we learned, “She is completely over Blake and
wishes him only the best. It was a time in her life that was
special, but she’s happy that relationship took her to where
she is now.”

This celebrity couple is moving on
to
the
next
level
in
their
relationship. How do you know when
to broach the topics of marriage
and kids with your partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Deciding to take that next step in a relationship can be
exciting and terrifying all at the same time. Cupid is here to
help decide when to bring marriage and kids up to your
partner:
1. Strong & steady: If you have been in a long term
relationship with someone and the relationship is only getting
stronger has it goes, this can be a clear indicator that you
are ready for more commitment.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple Miranda Lambert & Anderson
East Spend the Weekend Making Music
2. Subtle hints: When you are finding yourself or your partner
slowly dropping hints pertaining to marriage or kids, take
control and don’t be afraid to have the conversation. It can
be hard choosing to discuss such life changing things, but you
don’t want to miss the opportunity.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Blake Shelton & Gwen Stefani

Show Their Love at Billboard Music Awards
3. Easy going: As the relationship progresses, if it feels
like it is getting easier as time goes on because you
understand the person and have good communication, make that
next step!
How did you bring up the subject of marriage and kids in your
relationship? Comment below!

Celebrity
Wedding:
Shia
Labeouf Marries Girlfriend in
Elvis-Themed Vegas Wedding

By Mal
lory McDonald
In recent celebrity news, Shia Labeouf has married his
girlfriend Mia Goth in an exciting way! Their celebrity
wedding was an Elvis-themed Vegas wedding! Labeouf and Goth
have been a celebrity couple since 2012, and even though their
engagement was not publicly announced, the gorgeous diamond
ring said it all. According to UsMagazine.com, the two got
engaged in 2016 and exchanged their “I dos” at Sin City’s Viva
Las Vegas chapel, a venue known for themed weddings. Photos
from the event show off the Elvis theme, and during the
wedding, “a singer belted out Adele’s ‘Make You Feel My Love’
as the couple held each other in an extended embrace.” It
looks like this theme was perfect for the couple!

This celebrity wedding reminds us
of The Hangover. What are some
reasons a Vegas wedding may be for

you?
Cupid’s Advice:
Planning your wedding can be one of the most stressful things
to handle, and yet, it is supposed to be the happiest day of
your life. Here are some reasons why a Vegas wedding could be
your perfect happily ever after:
1. Thrill: One of the greatest things in life is getting a
thrill from something great. If you are someone who likes
living on the edge and loves to do out of the box things,
eloping to Vegas could be the perfect wedding for you.
Related Link: Is Shia LaBeouf Celebrating
Engagement with Girlfriend Mia Goth?

a

Celebrity

2. Spontaneous: Sometimes the best things in life are not
planned. If you are becoming so stressed that you cannot even
focus on the love you share with your partner, it might be
time to make a snap decision, embrace the love and elope to
Vegas!
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘The Bachelor’ Alum Nikki
Ferrell Marries Tyler Vanloo
3. Simplicity: Weddings have become so elaborate that
sometimes it can be easy to forget the real reason behind
them, and that is the love of the bride and groom. Having a
simple Vegas wedding can allow you to focus on your partner.
Would you ever get married in Vegas? Comment below!

Celebrity
News:
‘The
Bachelor’ Alum Nikki Ferrell
Marries Tyler Vanloo

By
Kayla Garritano
No final rose needed here! The Bachelor alum Nikki Ferrell got
married to her fiancé, Tyler Vanloo, on Saturday, October 8th.
Previously receiving the final rose, but no ring on Juan Pablo
Galavis’ season, Nikki met a new man, and announced their
engagement this past January. This celebrity news comes
from UsMagazine.com, where they said the couple tied the knot
among family and friends, including former Bachelorette Andi
Dorfman, who posted a snap story of herself and Nikki at the
event.

In celebrity news, this Bachelor
alum has finally found love! What
are some unique ways to seek out
love?
Cupid’s Advice:
You can find love anywhere, especially in today’s day and age.
But it’s not always easy. Having a little trouble finding
love? Cupid is here to help:
1. Swipe right: Tinder, Bumble, or any other dating app like
those often times get a bad reputation. However, you’d be
surprised to find out that a lot of people find their
significant other on these sites. Not all are looking for a
hookup, so don’t lose faith!
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Ben Higgins & Lauren Bushnell
Celebrate Bachelor and Bachelorette Parties Together
2. Singles meet-up: Would you rather meet your potential love
in person? Try a meet-up. Singles just like you are looking
for the same thing you are. Meet someone new, chat it up, and
find common interests. Who knows; maybe you’ll find that
instant connection!
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelor’ Alum Nikki Ferrell is
Engaged!
3. Blind dates: Asking a friend or family member to help set
you up with someone can be super helpful. They are people who
care about you, so they have your best interests in mind. They
want to choose someone who they think will treat you well.
They can definitely help you pick out someone special.
In what unique way did you meet your partner? Comment below!

Celebrity
Wedding:
Ryan
Gosling & Eva Mendes Secretly
Married Earlier This Year

By
Kayla Garritano
The silent wedding bells have rung! Ryan Gosling and Eva
Mendes tied the knot with a secret celebrity wedding!
According to UsMagazine.com, this celebrity couple of five
years decided to get married earlier this year among a small
group of close friends and family. A source close to Mendes
says, “Eva and Ryan have always felt like a married couple.
They are infatuated with each other.”

This celebrity duo are officially
off the market. What are some ways
to keep your wedding a secret?
Cupid’s Advice:
Secrets can be tough to keep, especially with something this
big! But no worries; Cupid is here to help:
1. No formal invites: Sending out invitations may cause an
issue if someone who wasn’t invited happens to see it. If you
want to invite only your closest friends and family, tell them
in person, and have them write it down in their personal
planner, or somewhere that it won’t get out.
Related Link: Product Review: Sparkle on Your Big Day With
Cate & Chloe Wedding Jewelry!
2. Bye, bye social media: To keep your wedding on the DL, it
means you need to keep any other wedding-related thing
private. The bridal shower, the bachelorette party, and maybe
even your first picture of the engagement ring fall into that
category. Posting your events on social media just makes
people wonder when the wedding is going to be, and you’ll get
the constant nagging.
Related Link: 6 Celebrity Weddings We Can’t Wait To Watch
3. No party, no problem: We know it’s exciting to get engaged
to the one you love. You’re going to want to throw the most
exciting party to celebrate the start of your new lives.
However, throwing a large party will leave guests with the
anticipation of the wedding. This goes along with inviting
only your close family and friends, as well as not posting
anything on social media. If you want this wedding to remain a
secret, you may want to convert the large party you crave to a
smaller gathering. It can still be just as joyous and

cheerful!
How have you kept your wedding a secret? Comment below!

10 Celebrity Couples Who Have
Made Marriage Work

By
Katie Gray
Marriage is a big commitment which entails a lot of ups and
downs. There are always going to be challenges and hard times,
but that makes the good times feel even greater. A lot of
celebrity relationships have found the right balance to make

their romance a success. Nobody said marriage would be easy,
but they said it would be worth it. There are many celebrity
couples who have found how to make it work!

Cupid has compiled 10 celebrity
couples who have made marriage
work:
1. John Legend & Chrissy Teigen: Musician John Legend and his
model wife, Chrissy Teigen, give us major relationship goals.
They are also now proud parents! This celebrity couple even
posts videos of themselves cooking. Teigen has a cookbook out,
and Legend writes love songs about her and then serenades her.
How romantic!
2. Prince William & Princess Kate: The royal wedding was
watched by millions of people around the world. Prince William
and Princess Kate are living a real fairy tale. They have the
celebrity babies now to go with it: Prince George and Princess
Charlotte. In photographs, taken at events, Prince William and
Princess Kate are always looking adoringly at one another.
It’s apparent that their love is genuine!
3. Sofia Vergara & Joe Manganiello: Sofia Vergara is a model,
actress and comedian. What’s not to love about her? The
Colombian beauty shows us that life is a roller coaster, but
life is beautiful. She’s been through a lot, however; she is
happily married to fellow actor, Joe Manganiello now. The duo
got hitched in Palm Beach and are living in bliss.
Related Link: Our 10 Favorite Celebrity Couple Athletes
4. Sarah Jessica Parker & Matthew Broderick: Sarah Jessica
Parker is known most notably for her iconic role of Carrie
Bradshaw on Sex and the City. She’s had many famous roles in
film and television. Parker is also married to actor, Matthew

Broderick, and has been for decades. The two also are proud
parents and live in New York City. They teach their children
the importance of money and hard work.
5. Jennifer Aniston & Justin Theroux: Jennifer Aniston is best
known for her role on Friends as Rachel Green. The actress is
now married to fellow actor, Justin Theroux. This love story
shows us that with time, things fall into place. We must be
patient and good things happen.
6. Teresa Giudice & Joe Giudice: Star of The Real Housewives
of New Jersey, Teresa Giudice, really is Super T. She’s a wife
to Joe Giudice, is a New York Times bestselling author of five
books, and is the mother to four beautiful daughters: Gia,
Gabriella, Milania and Audriana. She recently went to jail for
almost a year, and now her husband is away in jail for a
couple of years. They make the distance and tough
circumstances work. That is what marriage and family is all
about!
7. Tom Hanks & Rita Wilson: This celebrity marriage is famous
for making it work. Tom Hanks and Rita Wilson are notable for
being amazing actors and kind people. The legendary actors got
married in 1988. They stay out of bad publicity and truly love
one another. They have big hearts!
Related Link: Bigger Is Better: Top 6 Celebrity Engagement
Rings
8. Mark Wahlberg & Rhea Durham: In 2009, Mark Wahlberg and
Rhea Durham tied the knot. Wahlberg, AKA Marky Mark, is well
known for being a talented actor and Roman Catholic. In his
earlier days, he was a rapper and had the group Marky Mark and
The Funky Bunch. He then went on to have successful roles in
films. He married model Rhea Durham and they have four
children together. This celebrity marriage shows us how to
balance our work lives and our personal lives.
9. Leah Remini & Angelo Pagan: Brooklyn native Leah Remini is

famously known as playing Carrie Heffernan on the hit sitcom
The King of Queens. She played opposite of Kevin James, who
played her TV husband, Doug Heffernan. In real life she’s
married to Angelo Pagan, and they have one beautiful daughter
together.
10. Faith Hill & Tim McGraw: This celebrity couple is country
music royalty. The duo tied the knot in 1996 and have been
happily married ever since. There is never negative press
about their marriage, and it’s instead all positive and full
of love. These two even sing beautiful love duets together.
The country couple are also proud parents!
Who are your favorite celebrity marriages? Comment below!

Brad Pitt & Angelina Jolie
Celebrate Celebrity Wedding
Anniversary

By
Mallory McDonald
Relationships come and go, but some celebrity couples beat the
odds and find their perfect match. Stand out Hollywood couple
Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie just celebrated their celebrity
wedding anniversary. According to UsMagazine.com, the couple
celebrated their anniversary with a low-key date night at the
Beverly Hills Hotel in Los Angeles. A source told the
magazine, “They want to keep the love alive. It was just the
two of them. They had dinner and spent the night, and that was
it.”

This celebrity wedding anniversary
was number two for the couple! What
are some ways to make your partner
feel special on your anniversary?
Cupid’s Advice:
As anniversaries come and go each year, the creative ideas on

how to celebrate them can fade away. Cupid’s here to help make
your partner feel special every anniversary:
1. Step outside the box: If you have time, try to see a show,
check out a museum exhibit, or take a class together. It’s
always good to be spontaneous and try new activities together.
The excitement of doing something different can bring new
pleasures to your relationship!
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Brad Pitt & Angelina Jolie:
Cambodia Shoots Down Adoption Rumors
2. Cook dinner at home: It might seem very simple, but that
doesn’t mean it can’t be special! Decorate the dining room
with roses and candles. Cook your partner’s favorite meal —
maybe a pot roast or a steak. Dress up in your finest dress or
suit. Take advantage of this quiet night in and just focus on
your relationship.
Related Link: Famous Couple Angelina Jolie & Brad Pitt Are
House Hunting In London
3. Relive your favorite memories: Go back and reenact your
first date or meeting. Head to the bar where you first met or
the spot where you had your first kiss. Reminisce about the
early days of your love and enjoy thinking about your future.
How do you make your partner feel special on anniversary’s?
Comment below!

Celebrity

Couple

Lauren

Conrad & William Tell First
Met When She Was 16

By
Mallory McDonald
People can come into our lives at the wrong time, but if it’s
meant to be, they may just come back around at the right time.
According to UsMagazine.com, Lauren Conrad was only 16 the
first time she met her now husband, William Tell. In sharing
25 things her fans didn’t know about her to Us, Conrad shared,
“I met my husband when I was 16 and sitting on stage at one of
his concerts. Ten years later, we were set up on a blind
date.” After their celebrity wedding, both Conrad and Tell are
settled in together as a happy celebrity couple.

This celebrity couple has known
each
other
for
longer
than
expected! What are some benefits to
dating someone you’ve known since
your teenage years?
Cupid’s Advice:
There is something to be said for a person who has known you
for almost all of the important stages of your life. Here are
some dating tips on dating someone from your past:
1. Open Book: Odds are that if you have known someone since
you were a teenager, there isn’t too much they don’t know
about your past and present. This can alleviate a lot of the
awkwardness that often comes when you first start to date
someone. You can skip having to share all of the things from
your past.
Related Link: Lauren Conrad Celebrates Girly Bridal Shower
2. Trust: The longer you know someone, the more trust the
relationship will have. There won’t be any one else who will
have that level of established trust right from the beginning
other than someone you have known for years.
Related Link: Lauren Conrad Ties the Knot with William Tell
3. Get to be yourself: You have known this person since you
were a teenager, and there are probably not many people out
there who know you better. Being yourself comes naturally, so
don’t try to impress anyone by being someone you’re not.
Would you date someone from your younger years? Comment below!

Ciara
&
Russell
Wilson
Canceled
First
Celebrity
Wedding Due to NC Transgender
Bathroom Law

By
Stephanie Sacco
In celebrity news, Ciara and Russell Wilson finally tied the
knot after two canceled celebrity weddings. Their wedding
planner, Mindy Weiss had her hands full with these two.
According to UsMagazine.com, the celebrity couple called off
their first wedding due to the bathroom laws in North

Carolina. Many celebrities have called off tours here and the
2017 NBA All-Star Game was moved from Charlotte. Their back-up
was France where Couture Fashion Week was in full swing. Their
celebrity wedding ended up being at the Peckforton Castle in
Chesire, England. This setting proved that good things come in
threes.

This celebrity wedding finally
happened, but not on the first try.
What are some important things to
consider about the location of your
nuptials?
Cupid’s Advice:
Location is a huge decision when it comes to a wedding. There
are a lot of factors to discuss and many venues to check out.
Cupid is here to help:
1. Other people: Destination weddings are a hike so if you’re
planning one, maybe make it a small wedding. Not everybody is
going to be able to or want to attend a wedding somewhere far
away. Think about your guests when you decide on a location.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Ciara and Russell Wilson Set
to Tie the Knot in England
2. Money: You might find your dream venue, but that doesn’t
mean it will be the dream price. Be conscious of your budget
and weigh your options. If you spend a little more on the
location, spend a little less somewhere else.
Related Link: Russell Wilson Reveals ‘Best Part’ of His
Celebrity Wedding
3. Space: Big wedding parties need enough space to fit

everybody. Make sure the location is big enough. If you decide
on a beach wedding, you can maximize your guest list where as
if you have a small church wedding, it might be a bit smaller.
The party afterwards needs to provide room for a dance floor
and tables so plan wisely.
How do you pick a wedding location? Comment below!

Celebrity
Wedding:
‘Vanderpump
Rules’
Stars
Katie Maloney & Tom Schwartz
Are Married

By
Cortney Moore
If you haven’t been keeping up celebrity wedding or reality TV
news, then you might have missed out on the fact that Katie
Maloney and Tom Schwartz finally got hitched! The two
Vanderpump Rules stars took their celebrity relationship to
the next level by becoming husband and wife on August 17.
Their wedding took place at the Twenty Miles House in Northern
California, and followed a “woodsey-elegance” theme according
to Schwartz in an interview with EOnline.com. “My dress, when
I put it on, I got goose bumps and I knew that was the dress I
was going to marry him in and it had all the elements that I
really, really wanted,” said Maloney in regards to her unique
celebrity wedding dress and venue. Here’s to hoping that this
newly married couple also enjoys their honeymoon!

The theme of this celebrity wedding
was woodsey-elegance. What are

three unique themes to have for
your nuptials?
Cupid’s Advice:
Weddings are glorious occasions that bring all sorts of people
together. Most couples go the traditionally romantic route
when planning their nuptials, however if you find yourself
wanting to try something more unique then allow Cupid to show
you some awesome theme options for your wedding day:
1. Get geeky: Are you and your future spouse into sci-fi or
fantasy genres? If you both find yourself fans of “nerdy” pop
culture, maybe you can implement this on your special day.
Your theme can vary from Harry Potter, to Stars Wars or video
games. This is an option that will ensure you both have fun on
your wedding day!
Related Link: ‘Vanderpump Rules’ Stars Tom Schwartz & Katie
Maloney Give Celebrity Wedding Advice
2. Be history: If you find yourself graviating towards certain
periods in history, then maybe you can try a historical
wedding. Your theme selection can be endless with this option.
Whether you’re a fan of medieval times, the revolutionary era,
the 1950s or another period in time; you’ll surely make your
own mark in history with this unique theme.
Related Link: Jennie Garth Planned Rustic-Chic Celebrity
Wedding Without Wedding Planner
3. Go venue: A unique venue will definitely set your wedding
apart, especially if it holds meaning for you and your
partner. Your non-traditional wedding venue can be at a zoo,
aquarium, camping ground, bar or any other place you can think
of. This option is a great way to make sure your wedding will
be remembered long after it’s over.

Have experience planning unique weddings?
suggestions in the comments below.

Share

your

‘Vanderpump Rules’ Stars Tom
Schwartz & Katie Maloney Give
Celebrity Wedding Advice

By
Stephanie Sacco
Reality TV couples are in right now and Tom Schwartz and Katie
Maloney of Vanderpump Rules are no exception. According to
EOnline.com, the pair visited the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel to

inform E! about their celebrity wedding. Katie says not to
sweat the small stuff while Tom’s advice is: “Just remember to
make sure your bride-to-be is happy and she feels like she has
your support. And also make sure you’re there for her when she
needs you.” Looks like the bride is always right with this
celebrity couple.

Yours may not be a celebrity
wedding, but not sweating the small
things is good advice for all. What
are some ways to keep from getting
obsessive about wedding details?
Cupid’s Advice:
You don’t need to be in celebrity news to have your wedding
talked about, but you don’t want to overdo it. Weddings can
bring out the worst in people so keep yourself in check. Cupid
is here to help:
1. Don’t be a bridezilla: It’s absolutely okay to want
perfection at your wedding, but don’t treat people badly
because they aren’t exactly what you want them to be. Make the
decisions but be kind towards your team. No shouting or
throwing fits because your flower arrangements aren’t precise.
Related Link: Russell Wilson Reveals ‘Best Part’ of His
Celebrity Wedding Day
2. Be patient: Take your time with the planning and make sure
to give yourself enough to plan your perfect wedding. Be
patient with your wedding planner, your family, your wedding
party, and most importantly your fiance. They’re all on your
side so don’t take them for granted.

Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Miranda Kerr Is Engaged to
Snapchat CEO Evan Spiegel
3. Double check: If you feel like the details are slipping
away from you, double check everything. Pay close attention to
details but don’t obsess over them. Trust that the planning
you did was enough to get you through the ceremony. You got
this!
How do you prevent being an obsessive bride-to-be? Comment
below!

Celebrity News: ‘Bachelor’
Alum Lauren Bushnell Reveals
Romantic Thing She Does for
Ben Higgins

By
Mallory McDonald
This celebrity couple makes having a happily ever after seem
simple.
According
to
UsMagazine.com,
after
Ben
Higgins finished his journey on The Bachelor, his fiancé
Lauren Bushnell revealed where the couple is with planning
their celebrity wedding and details about how she keeps the
romance alive in their relationship. She said, “We haven’t set
a date. We have been throwing around some locations, and I
think we’ve narrowed it down to the area that we want to get
married. We’re thinking 2017.” After the cameras were put away
and jetting off to different destinations around the world
ended, Bushnell knew it was important to keep the romance
alive. She said they both still appreciate small romantic
gestures. “I’ve been getting up extra early and making him
breakfast. I can tell that he really appreciates it, so
getting up early, I’ll have the coffee made, I put his mug out
and I make him breakfast in the morning, and I’m not a morning
person so that’s, like, a big step for me.”

This
celebrity
news
has
us
swooning! What are some little
things you can do for your partner
that end up being a big deal?
Cupid’s Advice:
Remembering to show your partner love and affection in little
ways can be challenging. It can seem unimportant, but can
actually strengthen your relationship, here’s how to achieve
this:
1. Pay attention: Spend a few days really paying attention to
what your significant other is doing with their day. By
learning more about the smaller details of your partner’s
life, it can make it easier to find little things to show your
affection.
Related Link: ‘Bachelor’ Celebrity Wedding Planner Mindy Weiss
Makes Predictions for Ben Higgins & Lauren Bushnell’s Nuptials
2.
2. Change it up: Finding one romantic thing to do for your
partner can become redundant. When something happens all the
time, it loses the feel of being special and thought out. Try
to switch up the little things that you do for your partner.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Winner Jordan
Rodgers Says Ex’s Claims Were ‘Very Untrue’
3. Make it meaningful: Receiving gifts is always nice, but
that shouldn’t be your the only way you show your partner
affection. Dig deep, and think of other ways to make your
partner feel appreciated without giving them a material thing.
What little things do you do for your partner to make them

feel secure and special in your relationship?

Celebrity Wedding? Enrique
Iglesias Hints at Possible
Marriage to Anna Kournikova

By
Stephanie Sacco
Enrique Iglesias might be ready to tie the knot. In celebrity
news, his views on marriage have always been that you don’t
need a piece of paper to prove your love, but he might be
changing his ways. According to EOnline.com, Kournikova was

seen with a ring on her finger along with a gold band. It
looks like a celebrity wedding could be in the works. Iglesias
said, “Who knows what the future holds…or the past…haha.”
We’ll have to keep an eye on this celebrity couple.

Is there a celebrity wedding in the
works? What are some ways to know
you’re ready to tie the knot?
Cupid’s Advice:
Deciding when to get married is a big life decision. You have
to know when the time is right and whether the guy is
right. Cupid is here with some dating advice:
1. Commitment: When you are committed, but more importantly,
your partner is committed, it’s a good time to start thinking
about the future. If you can imagine spending your life with
them and growing old together, it’s definitely worth noticing.
Feel it out with your partner before jumping in, but bring it
up.
Related Link: Russell Wilson Reveals ‘Best Part’ of His
Celebrity Wedding Day
2. Big plans: If you’ve started thinking about or planning
your wedding, it’s clear you are at least a little interested.
Weddings take time and energy to plan, so don’t waste your
time unless the guy is worth it. Definitely don’t start
planning without him; always communicate how you’re feeling.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Miranda Kerr Is Engaged to
Snapchat CEO Evan Spiegel
3. When the time is right: Sometimes you just know when the
time is right to be married. You’ve been dating long enough,
in love long enough, and the two of you just know.

How do you know when to tie the knot? Comment below!

Celebrity
Couple
News:
‘Bachelorette’ JoJo Fletcher
Chooses Her Man

By
Nicole Caico
It’s been a whirlwind seasons of The Bachelorette, and JoJo
Fletcher is finally in the arms of her true love, the last man
standing, Jordan Rodgers. These two took their celebrity
relationship to the next level on the season finale,

proclaiming their love to each other and Rodgers getting down
on one knee. He slipped the ring on Fletcher’s finger and a
new celebrity couple was born. UsMagazine.com reports, that
despite telling runner-up, Robby Hayes, Fletcher said, “I woke
up this morning wanting it to be you.” Fletcher chose Rodgers
to the be winner of the show and her heart.

It’s
a
celebrity
couple Bachelorette engagement!
What are some ways to propose in
the most romantic way possible?
Cupid’s Advice:
This celebrity engagement was not only heartfelt, but also
extremely beautiful. Even if your proposal doesn’t have a set
designer, there are so many ways to have it be a memorable and
romantic moment. Think outside the box to create a memory that
will last a lifetime:
1. Just you two: Proposing in front of a lot of people may
seem like a romantic move, but nine times out of 10, a one-onone moment will be much sweeter. You’ll have plenty of
opportunity for attention after you announce the engagement,
so consider proposing in a private setting or with just close
friends and family in your audience. Plan a couples’ vacation
and propose at some point during the trip, or make a meal at
home, set the room with flowers, and propose there. Let the
moment be just for the two of you.
Related Link: Iggy Azalea Clarifies Celebrity Relationship
with French Montana
2. Speak from the heart: Nothing can make a proposal more
romantic than letting your true feelings out. Think about what
you want to say beforehand. It doesn’t have to be written out,

but you should know what point you want to make. Talk about
your favorite memories, and why you love each other. No matter
what setting you’re in sweet words will make your proposal
romantic, for sure.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Contestant Chase
McNary in the Running to Become Next Bachelor
3. Keepsake: Whether it’s a video or photo documenting the
engagement or a memento you used to propose, incorporate a
lasting element into you proposal plans. Create a photo album
of things you’ve done together, make a short storybook about
your relationship, or simply have someone there to take a
picture when you pop the question. Showing that you put a lot
of thought into the proposal is super romantic, and having
something to look back on after the moment has passed will
preserve the romance forever.
What’s your dream proposal? Comment below!

Celebrity News: Kanye West
Opens Up About Kim’s Nude
Selfies

By
Cortney Moore
This may not come as a surprise to most, but rapper Kanye West
has once again made celebrity news in regards to his comments
about wife Kim Kardashian and her nude selfies. In an
exclusive interview with Harper’s Bazaar, the celebrity couple
spoke on a variety of topics, one of them being Kardashian’s
viral nude selfies. “I just love seeing her naked; I love
nudity. And I love beautiful shapes. I feel like it’s almost a
Renaissance thing, a painting, a modern version of a
painting,” the 35-year-old rapper said. In the same interview,
he admitted that he’d send nude selfies of his own to women
before he entered a relationship with Kardashian. Perhaps now
we know how this celebrity couple keeps the passion alive in
their relationship!

This is certainly risque celebrity
news! How do you know if nude

selfies
are
relationship?

right

for

your

Cupid’s Advice:
Nude selfies have become increasingly popular in the dating
scene and even in long-term relationships, as we’ve seen in
this celebrity news. Though it may be fun to send a flirty
text, there is always a risk in doing so. Cupid is here to
help you figure out if nude selfies are right for your
relationship:
1. Know your partner: First and foremost, you need to take
into account who your partner is. Do you know them well? How
long have you been together? Are they trustworthy and mature?
These are all questions you should ask yourself before you
snap that picture and hit send. You don’t want this intimate
part of yourself to be accidentally or vindictively leaked.
Related Link: Do’s and Don’ts of Flirtexting and Sexting
2. Only do it if you want to: Sometimes a significant other
may pressure you to send a nude photo. Don’t let them bully
you into it. The person you’re with should respect your wishes
if you don’t want to do it, and understand your apprehension
if you’re unsure if it’s the right time to do so. Something of
this nature should be your choice alone. You don’t owe anyone
a nude selfie, not even a wife or husband.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Kanye West Helped Kim
Kardashian Fight Back During Nude Selfie Controversy
3. Protect your identity: If you decide that you’re ready to
send a nude selfie, do so in a way that protects your
identity. Your face doesn’t have to be visible (you don’t have
to follow Kim’s example). Even consider using a messaging app
that provides an alternate phone number. Do whatever you can

to ensure your privacy.
How do you feel about nude selfies? Share your opinions below!

Celebrity Wedding: Miranda
Kerr Is Engaged to Snapchat
CEO Evan Spiegel

By
Cortney Moore
Supermodel Miranda Kerr has made adorable celebrity news with
her viral engagement announcement. The 33-year-old bombshell
posted her creative announcement to Instagram on July 20,

which showed off her engagement ring and an animated image of
her accepting the proposal. The photo went along with the
caption, “I said yes!!!” So who is the lucky man Kerr will be
marrying? It’s none other than Snapchat CEO Evan Spiegel, who
Kerr has been a celebrity couple with for a year now.
According to sources from EOnline.com, Kerr and Spiegel were
smitten with each other from the start. “They’ve fallen hard
for each other and are really in love,” said one insider. This
will be Kerr’s second celebrity wedding, but a first for
Spiegel. Perhaps this time around we’ll be able to see a
celebrity wedding live streamed from Snapchat! Fingers
crossed.

There’s another celebrity wedding
in the works! What are some
creative ways to announce your
engagement to family and friends?
Cupid’s Advice:
Engagement announcements have become increasingly popular in
the last few years. If you wish to make yours stand out from
the crowd, check out these announcement ideas. Cupid is here
to make sure your engagement announcement will be memorable
for years to come:
1. Get crafty: If you really want to exercise your creative
muscle, you can make your own engagement announcement to share
with everyone. Break out the construction paper and glitter,
or make a photo collage that creates a timeline of your
relationship. Do whatever craft you like best. No matter which
you pick, everyone will see the love and care you put into
your announcement.
Related Link: Bigger Is Better: Top 6 Celebrity Couple
Engagement Rings

2. Spread the news: This option isn’t done as often as it used
to be, but newspapers are a great way to share details on
special events. Announcing your engagement through a newspaper
is a nice way to inform the distant acquaintances in your
life. This is a charming way to include colleagues, old
classmates and even strangers on your special day.
Related Link: Russell Wilson Reveals ‘Best Part’ of His
Celebrity Wedding Day
3. Have a party: Everyone loves a good party. Hosting an
engagement party is a fun way to get your friends, family and
anyone else you hold dear involved. Having your loved ones all
in one place will be a memorable experience that you can hold
dear aside from your actual wedding day.
How did you announce your engagement? Tell us in the comment
section below.

Russell Wilson Reveals ‘Best
Part’
of
His
Celebrity
Wedding Day

By
Nicole Caico
Ciara and Seattle Seahawks QB Russell Wilson said “I do” at
their celebrity wedding in England last week. According
to EOnline.com, Ciara wore a custom Roberto Cavalli Couture by
Peter Dundas and there were over 100 guests in attendance. In
front of many friends and family members, this celebrity
couple took their celebrity relationship to the next level,
and Wilson said the best part was “just to see her face and
the long train she had. And then Earth, Wind and Fire took the
night away.”

This celebrity wedding story has us
swooning. What are three reasons to
have a large wedding celebration?
Cupid’s Advice:
Take a page out of the Wilson’s book and plan a large wedding
celebration. All of their friends and family were in

attendance, and yours should be, too. There’s no reason to
skimp on your big day, so here a three reasons to have a large
wedding celebration:
1. Lower stress: Having a large wedding celebration may
sound more stressful, but it just might be less stressful.
There is nothing worse than sitting down to make a guest list,
deciding it’s too long, and having to cross people off.
Chances are if you put the person on the list, you don’t want
to cross them off. Planning a large wedding will save you the
terrible feeling of crossing a friend off your list, and will
also save you and your betrothed many arguments over the
number of guests.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Justin Bieber Hangs with Selena
Gomez Look-alike in Miami
2. All the pieces of the puzzle: Whether a large wedding
celebration refers to the actual number of people in
attendance or just the general grandeur of the event, go big.
Plan a budget that is within your means, but also allows you
to have everything you want on your big day. Planning a large
wedding celebration will ensure that every aspect will be the
way you pictured it. You shouldn’t skimp on your guest list,
dress, food, or decor if you don’t have to.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Lea Michele & Robert Buckley
Split
3. Party time: If there is no other reason, plan a large
wedding celebration because at the end of the day, it’s a
party! Let loose and celebrate this new chapter in your life
with all the people who are important to you. You can’t have
an awesome party with only 50 people, so just go for it!
Would you prefer or a small or large wedding celebration? Why?
Comment below!

Celebrity Wedding: Christian
Siriano & Brad Walsh Marry in
Romantic Ceremony

By
Nicole Caico
On Saturday, July 9, designer Christian Siriano married his
fiancé Brad Walsh. The celebrity wedding took place outside in
Danbury, Connecticut and was officiated by actress Kristen
Johnston. Siriano, season four winner of Project Runway, and
his betrothed wore all black and it was requested that guests
wore all white. According to UsMagazine.com, the celebrity
couple had the receptions catered by Certe and Siriano’s

favorite food, lobster, was among the dishes served.

This celebrity wedding was unique
and personalized. What are some
ways to personalize your nuptials?
Cupid’s Advice:
The Siriano-Walsh wedding had tons of style and incorporated
so many personal touches. Take a page out of this celebrity
couple’s book, and personalize your nuptials:
1. Venue: If you’re looking to personalize your wedding, start
at square one–with the venue. Where you chose to have your
wedding can say a lot about you and your betrothed. If you’re
traditional or religious, you may choose to get married in a
place of worship. If you’re both outdoorsy, have your ceremony
on a beach or in a field. If you’re adventurous, plan a
destination wedding. Let the setting of your ceremony be the
backdrop for who you two are as a couple.
Related Link: ‘Bachelorette’ Alum Ali Fedotowsky Gives Birth
to Celebrity Baby Girl
2. Food: Personalizing your food is a basic, but important
part of your wedding. If you grew up in a family that is
connected to their culture, let it shine through in the
cuisine. Whether it’s traditional Indian, Chinese, or Italian,
your heritage is a big part of who you are, and the food was
no doubt a big part of your life growing up. If you want to
personalize your food in a more small scale way, consider
picking out a custom cake topper.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Taylor
Hiddleston During July 4th Party

Swift

Kisses

Tom

3. The wedding favor: Aside from photos, the wedding favor may

be the longest lasting piece of your wedding. Choose something
that will stand the test of time and that reflects your
personality. It could be as simple as flower seeds for guests
to plant and grow, or a monogrammed bottle opener for guests
to use in the future.
What personal touches were or will be part of your wedding?
Comment below!

Celebrity Wedding: Ciara and
Russell Wilson Set to Tie the
Knot in England

By
Stephanie Sacco
We hear celebrity wedding bells! Ciara and Russell Wilson got
married yesterday, at Peckforton Castle in Cheshire, England.
According to EOnline.com, the celebrity couple got engaged
this past March and have remained celibate throughout their
celebrity relationship. Wilson recently said, “For me, I knew
that God had brought me in her life to bless her and for her
to bless me. We’re not going to be perfect, by any means. But
He’s anointed both of us and He’s calling for us to do
something special.” In celebrity news, their wedding guest
list included stars like Serena Williams, Lala Anthony, and
Kelly Rowland.

This celebrity wedding took place
in England! What are some benefits
to a wedding abroad?
Cupid’s Advice:

Planning a wedding can be a challenge, but it can also be a
lot of fun. You don’t have to throw a celebrity wedding to
travel abroad. Cupid is here to help:
1. Smaller guest list: If it takes a plane to get to your
wedding, there will definitely be people that can’t make the
trip. You can create a more intimate celebration by inviting a
small circle of friends. Your guest list doesn’t have to be
extensive to make for a grand wedding.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Lindsay Lohan & Egor
Tarabasov Are Red Carpet Official
2. Honeymoon: You can make a vacation out of it for you and
your partner. The wedding can lead directly into the honeymoon
as you embark on your journey together. Some of your friends
and family might even stick around an extra week to catch some
rays themselves.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding Tips: ‘Bachelorette’ Alum
Desiree Hartsock Offers Wedding Tips in New Book
3. New experience: Destination weddings are unique and
exciting. Much like studying abroad in college, it’s something
you wont forget. It’ll feel like you’re taking a celebrity
vacation.
Would you have your wedding abroad? Comment below!

Celebrity
Couple
Lindsay
Lohan
&

News:
Egor

Tarabasov
Official

Are

Red

Carpet

By
Cortney Moore
Lindsay Lohan and her beau Egor Tarabasov made celebrity news
this week on the red carpet! The celebrity couple was spotted
at the Caudwell Children’s Butterfly Ball in London on
Wednesday, June 22. The 29-year-old actress and 23-year-old
Russian heir have been dating for ten months, and announced
their celebrity engagement in April of this year. A source
from UsMagazine.com stated, “It was a big proposal, but it
wasn’t done in public.” The celebrity couple currently live
together in England. No news yet on wedding plans, but if
Lohan and Tarabasov pull out all the stops like they do on the
red carpet, their union will surely be an elegant affair!

This celebrity couple is stepping
out into the public eye! What are
some exciting ways to announce your
engagement to family and friends?
Cupid’s Advice:
Engagements are exciting for the couples who are getting
engaged. Instead of receiving a customary congrats through a
status update, more people are trying to make their engagement
announcements stand out. Cupid is here to help you make your
engagement exciting for your family and friends:
1. Surprise party: A great way to announce your engagement to
your family and friends is to have them all in one place.
Throw a party and invite your loved ones, and when the time is
right and announce your engagement. Your guests will
definitely be surprised!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Kristin Cavallari Reveals Her
Third Wedding Anniversary Celebration With Jay Cutler
2. Photoshoot: Engagement photos are extremely popular on
social media. Instead of snapping a simple photo of your hand
wearing the ring, schedule an appointment at a photo studio
and get some awesome portraits done. Post your best shots
online and let the ‘likes’ roll in.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Lindsay Lohan Is Dating
Russian Business Heir Egor Tarabasov
3. Movie trailer: Another creative way to announce your
engagement could be through a movie trailer. Re-enact your
engagement and have someone record it. Send the video your
closest family and friends or post it on a website for all to
see. This is your time to celebrate!

Know of any exciting ways to announce an engagement? Share
your stories below in the comments!

Celebrity
Wedding
Tips:
‘Bachelorette’ Alum Desiree
Hartsock Offers Wedding Tips
in New Book

By
Nicole Caico
Former Bachelorette, Desiree Hartsock, has a new book out that

is full of wedding planning tips. In her book, My Fairytale
Wedding, Hartsock promises to help brides achieve their own
fairytale weddings “without breaking the bank.” According to a
celebrity interview for UsMagazine.com, Hartsock spoke about
wedding planning, saying, “It’s very stressful and a lot of
people don’t realize how stressful it is.” She had her own
celebrity wedding in January 2015 and now brides everywhere
can get Hartsock’s wedding planning advice.

This Bachelorette alum already
planned her own celebrity wedding!
What are three important wedding
tips to keep in mind as you plan
your nuptials?
Cupid’s Advice:
Hartsock is definitely right on this one. Couples spend
thousands and thousands of dollars on their weddings, but
creating the same experience for much less money is possible.
Whether you’re financially splurging or trying to save money
where you can, there are always things to keep in mind during
your wedding planning:
1. Keep your eyes on the prize: As Hartsock says, wedding
planning can be stressful. It’s important to remember during
the planning process what you’re really planning for. Don’t
get so stressed out that you fight with your betrothed on a
daily basis. The reason your wedding is happening is because
you love each other. You also want to remember that the
wedding is about your love not how much you spent on flowers
and impressing your guests.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Kristin Cavallari Reveals Her
Third Wedding Anniversary Celebration With Jay Cutler

2. A little piece of you: A surefire way to make your wedding
special on a big or small budget is to include personalized
aspects in the ceremony and the reception. Talk to your
parents or in-laws and see if there is anything from their
weddings that you might be able to incorporate for your
own–from the actual gown, to a piece of jewelry or a
recreation of the bouquet. When planning, remember that you
can personalize any part of your wedding, there is no real
wedding rule book. Get creative with invitations, decorations,
or your wedding cake.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Bristol Palin Marries Baby
Daddy Dakota Meyer
3. Looks aren’t everything: What is most important to keep in
mind during wedding planning is that as long as you and your
fiancé feel good about the plan, that’s all that matters.
Whether you’re writing your own vows and DIY-ing your
decorations, or reserving a luxurious reception hall and
covering every inch of it in flowers, your wedding should
reflect you as a couple and make you happy on your special
day.
What are your wedding tips? Comment below!

Celebrity Wedding: Bristol
Palin Marries Baby Daddy
Dakota Meyer

By
Cortney Moore
To much of America’s surprise, Bristol Palin and her once exfiance, Dakota Meyer, went through with their celebrity
wedding on June 8! The celebrity couple broke up a year ago,
but began seeing each other again in April of this year.
According to UsMagazine.com, Meyer subtly announced their
marriage on Facebook with a captioned photo that stated, “On
the other hand, we learn that we can never give up, knowing
that with the right tools and energy, we can reverse any
decree or karma. So, which is it? Let the Light decide, or
never give up? The answer is: both.” Palin and Meyer’s
apparent reconciliation is great news for their 5-month-old
celebrity baby, Sailor Grace! Hopefully Palin’s 7-year-old son
Tripp is also happy over his mother’s nuptials.

This celebrity wedding was a
surprise to us all! What are some
benefits to throwing a surprise
wedding?
Cupid’s Advice:
The number of surprise weddings have increased significantly
in the last few years. If you find yourself getting stressed
over wedding plans, a surprise wedding might be a good option
for you to consider. Cupid is here to let you in on some of
the benefits of surprise weddings:
1. Total control: The best part of a surprise wedding is that
you get to call the shots! You and your soon-to-be spouse get
to pick the date and venue based on what you both want and
won’t be swayed on what others’ think you should do for your
wedding.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Gigi Hadid & Zayn Malik
Are Back Together
2. Less pressure: A surprise wedding is unique in itself and
doesn’t have to cost an exorbitant amount of money. Planning a
wedding goes a lot smoother when you can save money and don’t
have to worry about traditional wedding decor or pre/post
wedding parties.
Related Link: Eva Longoria Talks Celebrity Wedding and Future
Baby Plans
3. More intimate: For a surprise wedding, some of the guests
you invite might not show up if they believe it to be a
standard party. So your wedding will have an exclusive and
more intimate feel for the guests who do show up. Trust us, no
one will forget the time they unknowingly attended a wedding!

Did you or someone you know have a surprise wedding? Share
your stories below in the comments!

Eva Longoria Talks Celebrity
Wedding and Future Baby Plans

By
Cortney Moore
On Wednesday, June 1, newly married celebrity couple Eva
Longoria and Jose Antonio Bastón were spotted at the L.A. Film
Festival! This was their first red carpet appearance as Mr.
and Mrs. The celebrity couple celebrated their star-studded
celebrity wedding last week in Mexico. According to a report

from UsMagazine.com, Longoria opened up about their current
family and whether a celebrity baby could be in their
future, “We have a family. Three kids [Bastón has Natalia,
Mariana and Jose from a previous relationship], so we’re just
continuing with our family we have now and waiting.” Fingers
crossed that we get to see an adorable celebrity baby from
this famous couple soon!

This celebrity wedding is over and
done, but now baby plans may be
next! What are some ways to decide
when to have your first child?
Cupid’s Advice:
Marriage is an exciting relationship milestone, but when the
nuptials are over, you might find yourself wanting to expand
your family. Cupid is here to help you figure out when you
should have your first child:
1. Security: A perfect time to have a child is when you are
secure financially and emotionally. Children are huge
responsibilities, especially when they’re infants. Making sure
you can provide all that they need and deserve will help you
get through this sometimes stressful stage.
Related Link: Celebrity
Longoria and Lea Michele

Couple

Predictions:

Drake,
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2. Confidence: The first pregnancy is the most shocking
pregnancy. Your body will undergo many changes within those
nine months. You have to be absolutely confident mentally and
physically in your decision to have a baby. Your health will
have to be top priority since it will also affect your baby’s
overall health.

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: ‘DWTS’ Pros
Chmerkovskiy & Peta Murgatroyd Are Reportedly Expecting

Maks

3. Clarity: Last but not least, your partner needs to be on
the same page and also ready to have a baby. Some people just
aren’t fond of surprises, and as a couple there needs to be a
discussion of when it would be best to have a baby. The only
way you’ll be a hundred percent sure of your decision is by
talking to your spouse.
How did you plan for your bundle of joy? Share your stories
below!

Eva
Longoria
Discusses
Victoria
Beckham’s
Involvement In Her Celebrity
Wedding

By
Nicole Caico
Eva Longoria and Jose Baston’s celebrity wedding took place at
a stunning location, Baston’s estate in Acapulco, Mexico. But,
what wedding is complete without a custom dress celebrity
style? Eva Longoria revealed that Victoria Beckham was the
mastermind behind her gorgeous gown. Not only was Beckham the
dress designer on the big day, but she was also a witness for
the marriage. According to UsMagazine.com, Longoria wouldn’t
have wanted it any other way, saying, “She was the best,
sweetest person to have there on this day, not only did she do
my wedding dress but she’s one of my best friends so for her
to be there was so special.”

Even
in
celebrity
weddings,
friendships play a big part! What
are some ways to incorporate your
friends
in
your
wedding

festivities?
Cupid’s Advice:
While we may not all be lucky enough to have a celebrity
designer as a BFF, having friends add something to your
wedding is a meaningful experience in a friendship. Aside from
asking them to join your bridal party, there are many more
ways to let your friends play a role in your wedding. They
play a huge role in your life, so it’s important to
incorporate them in your special day:
1. Part of the planning: Try to loosen your grip on the
wedding planning reins and allow your friends to contribute
ideas. If they know you’re normally a control freak, they’ll
be touched by your consideration and incorporation of their
ideas. Your friends have your best interests at heart and may
even be able to talk you out of some bad ideas, from your
dress to your decorations. Friends who have already gotten
married may have some extra valuable advice.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Russell Wilson Says Fiancee
Ciara is Way Out of His League
2. Bigger than the bridal party: If you keep your bridal party
small, but still have friends attending the wedding who are
not part of the bridal party, be sure to get a professional
picture taken with them, too. Not everyone has to be a
bridesmaid, and not everyone wants to be a bridesmaid, so make
sure to take the time out to get a great group photo with all
of your closest friends. Sending them copies of the photo
after the wedding will be a nice touch.
Related Link: Kim Kardashian & Kanye West Celebrate 2 Year
Celebrity Wedding Anniversary in Italy
3. Speech, speech, speech!: The only person making the rules
for who can and cannot make a speech at your wedding is you.

Give your friends the opportunity to say a few words about you
and your years as friends. Let them get creative with a group
speech or give the honors to one specific person. Giving the
spotlight to a few of your closest friends on your special day
will show them how important they are to you, and it will be a
memorable moment in your life.
How would you incorporate your friends into your wedding?
Comment below!

Celebrity Wedding: ‘That 70’s
Show’
Star
Topher
Grace
Marries Ashley Hinshaw

By
Nicole Caico
On Sunday, May 29, Topher Grace married Ashley Hinshaw. The
celebrity wedding took place in Montecito, California.
According to UsMagazine.com, Grace, who starred as Eric Forman
on That 70s Show, proposed to Hinshaw in January 2015 with a
square cut engagement ring. This celebrity couple is now
basking in post-wedding bliss!

This celebrity wedding was said to
be super romantic. What are some
unique ways to add romantic touches
to your wedding ceremony?
Cupid’s Advice:
Your wedding day is something you’ll never forget, so
naturally you want it to be perfect. Adding romantic touches
to your ceremony makes your day all the more special and
personal for you and your betrothed:

1. Words from the heart: The classic first step in customizing
your ceremony and stepping up the romance is writing your own
vows. Writing your own vows gives you the chance to tell your
significant other how much they mean to you in front of all
your friends and family, in your own words. It also gives you
the opportunity to show who you are as a couple, as vows can
be kept serious or you can squeeze a few jokes in there. And
as a bonus, there’s almost no way to mess up writing your
vows, it won’t take world’s best writer to come up with
heartfelt words for the person they are about to marry.
Related Link: Eva Longoria Marries Jose Baston in Romantic
Celebrity Wedding in Mexico
2. A creative welcome: If there is space in the area where
your guests will be entering your ceremony location, consider
putting something there. Collages of you and your significant
other from childhood, or pictures of you two together. Maybe
even consider putting a small polaroid camera there and a cork
board so guests can snap a pic on the way in and hang them up
for you to keep. Adding a personal touch before the ceremony
even begins will set a great tone for whatever is to come.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding News: Hilary Swank Is Engaged
to BF Ruben Torres
3. Do away with rice: Typically at the end of a wedding
ceremony, guests toss rice as the bride and groom make their
way out to the car. This is yet another aspect of your
ceremony that you can add a personal, romantic twist to.
Instead of rice, have your guest throw something that is
symbolic of your relationship. If you can both agree on a
favorite flower, have guests throw those petals, or order
confetti that is shaped like characters from your favorite
movie. Romantic touches can be subtle!
What are some other ways to make your wedding more personal?
Share your thoughts below.

